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Letter from the President
In 2019 we had our eye on innovation —
whether technology and artificial intelligence,
conservation science and adaptive
management, getting “climate smart” in supply
chains for food and materials, or new solutions
to age-old problems like safe, clean water. You’ll
see innovation in the launch of TrailGuard AI™,
with Intel and other partners, to address the
poaching crisis. We’re exploring new restoration
and recovery models — at Salmon Gold sites,
at scale through the Missouri River Recovery
Implementation Committee, and globally
through peer-reviewed articles that set the
terms for the global agenda on biodiversity
protection and climate response.
Many of our strategies work from the idea
that we can find an intervention point where
targeted action can bring parties together to

develop a proof-of-concept, and once we’ve
shown results we can scale. These interventions
take place within a context where we are
convening the world’s leading thinkers in
biodiversity, climate response, public health,
food and water safety, adaptive natural resource
management, supply chains and other areas.
While our interventions are often targeted
to communities and particular places — the
Congo, Alaska, Kenya, Missouri, Sierra Leone —
we work globally on science, standards, markets
and policy to create a context within which
successful interventions can scale.
We’re looking forward to working with all of
you in 2020 and beyond to as we continue to
innovate and look to scale.

Stephen D’Esposito
President
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Introducing Our
New Virtual Home
In March 2019, we unveiled our new website, with a
contemporary design and a new URL — www.resolve.ngo.
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Our new virtual home showcases
our legacy as an NGO that has
helped our partners navigate
the world’s most pressing social,
environmental, and health
challenges and signals a renewed
resolve to challenge ourselves
and others, think creatively
and independently, be open
and curious, and create lasting
solutions during these seemingly
polarized times.
The new site highlights RESOLVE’s
focus areas of impact — Healthy
Communities, Sustainable
Resources, and Conservation —
showcases our programs within

these focus areas, and features
select projects. It also describes
our unique approaches to
achieving impact in these areas
— Resolving Disputes, Creating
Solutions, and Sustaining Impact.
Through our new site, you can
learn more about our story,
select partners, and our dynamic
team of collaborative leaders,
mediators, policy experts,
strategists, scientists, and
facilitators. You can also catch all
the latest news, announcements,
and thought pieces from the
RESOLVE team.

To learn more about RESOLVE and our recent work, visit us online
at www.resolve.ngo, and keep reading this Annual Report!
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The Impact of
impact@RESOLVE
Impact Enterprises:
for-profit businesses
created and managed
with the objective
of generating a
measurable beneficial
social or environmental
impact in addition to a
financial return.

In 2018, RESOLVE launched impact@RESOLVE,
our platform for growing mission-aligned impact
enterprises. We work with nonprofits, donors,
and socially responsible companies to identify
innovations and transform them into financially
sustainable enterprises. impact@RESOLVE provides
early stage planning and operations support,
enables access to donors and impact investors, and
supports dynamic goal-setting and performance
monitoring to help ensure that impact enterprises
achieve their social and environmental objectives
while also attaining financial self-sufficiency.
In 2019, impact@RESOLVE arranged over $640,000
in impact investment funding to help capitalize and
develop WildTech@RESOLVE, an impact enterprise

that develops durable, high-tech devices to protect
and monitor wildlife. This includes program-related
investments (PRIs) from foundation. impact@
RESOLVE seeks to raise more PRIs over the coming
years for its portfolio of impact enterprises. Please
reach out if you are a foundation or investor
interested in making PRIs to impact@RESOLVE
projects.
Visit our website to learn more about the services
impact@RESOLVE provides to RESOLVE and our
mission-related partners.

In 2019, RESOLVE led numerous
collaborative efforts to enhance food and
water safety in partnership with health
professionals, food producers, water
utilities, and leaders from other sectors.

Healthy
Communities

We formed an alliance among victims
of foodborne illness, championed by
Stop Foodborne Illness, and leading
food producing companies to improve
food safety culture through the use
of powerful and compelling personal
stories. We plan to build on this progress
and continue growing the alliance
in 2020.
RESOLVE is working at the intersection
of food and agriculture, climate
change, and human health. Through
the Insight Series partnership with

Corteva Agriscience, we worked with
agriculture and sustainability leaders to
explore how agriculture — via carbon
sequestration and systemic shifts in
practice — can be a key contributor to
climate stabilization on a global scale,
and the related potential implications
for business and society. Stakeholder
summits on “climate positive agriculture”
in the Netherlands, Singapore, and the
U.S. resulted in guidance delivered to
CEOs from industry, governmental, and
non-governmental organizations at the
2019 World Food Prize event in Des
Moines, IA.
In 2019, our Lead Service Line
Replacement Collaborative
celebrated three years of providing
tools and guidance through its online
toolkit — www.lslr-collaborative.org.
This toolkit helps community leaders,
elected officials, drinking water
professionals, and public health
professionals accelerate full lead service
line replacement tailored to local
circumstances. It includes information on
replacement practices and policies and
links to other useful resources relating
to lead service line replacement. Since
the toolkit was launched, the website
has seen over 27,800 unique visitors and
users. The Collaborative also continued
its popular webinar series in 2019,
which included discussions on mapping
the location of potential lead service
lines, identifying whether a service line
contains lead, inventorying service lines
in small water systems, flushing, filter
effectiveness, and replacing lead service
lines in early learning environments.
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RESOLVE’s Healthy Communities
team promotes equitable health
access and outcomes for all people,
communities, and populations by
fostering the development of holistic
and equitable wellness policies,
strategies, and partnerships. Our
Health Solutions program targets issues
where improvement can be accelerated
through greater collaboration between
health professionals and leaders from
other sectors, such as community
development, transportation, education,
and city planning. Our Food and
Agriculture program connects food
experts and practitioners across
sectors and parts of the supply chain
to develop bold visions for the future,
more effectively implement legislation
and regulations, and shape and test
innovative programs.
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The Code of Risk-mitigation for
Artisanal and small-scale mining
engaging in Formal Trade (CRAFT)
supports improved environmental and
social performance in the artisanal mining
sector. Developed in partnership with
the Alliance for Responsible Mining, with
support from the European Partnership
for Responsible Minerals Trade, CRAFT
fills a gap by helping artisanal producers
meet basic international supply chain
expectations and giving companies a tool
to engage with and support the artisanal
sector while responsibly managing human
rights and other essential risks. CRAFT
is already being implemented at several
global artisanal mine sites.
After two successful pilot seasons,
including work on two streams in Alaska
and one in the Yukon, Salmon Gold™
is in the supply chains of our partners
Tiffany & Co. and Apple. Salmon Gold
brings together communities, miners,
conservationists, manufacturing and retail
companies, and government agencies in
Alaska, the Yukon Territory, and British
Columbia to re-mine historical placer
gold mine sites responsibly and support
stream habitat restoration utilizing modern
techniques. In 2019, Salmon Gold’s first
mining partners (Dean Race, and his son
Chris) were recognized with a sustainable
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RESOLVE’s Sustainable Resources
team seeks to improve the social,
environmental, and economic
contribution of the natural resource
sector to local communities and to
accelerate the transition to a lowcarbon future. We promote ethical and
sustainable production, use, and re-use of
natural resources and the products made
with them, and we made progress in a
number of areas in 2019.

development award from the U.S. Bureau
of Land Management for their reclamation
on Jack Wade Creek in the Fortymile region
of Alaska. We sponsored work with the
Salcha-Delta Soil and Water Conservation
District, to develop a Stream Quantification
Tool (SQT) for central Alaska, to be used in
demonstrating how restoration improves
stream health.
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Together with partners at the Carnegie
Climate Governance Initiative and
American University Institute for Carbon
Removal Law and Policy, we convened
leading climate justice advocates from
across the Global South to learn about
natural and technological approaches to
carbon removal and discuss their potential
impacts to the global carbon budget and
environment.
With Google, we launched Congo Power,
which seeks to incentivize responsible
minerals trade and expand economic
opportunity in the Democratic Republic
of the Congo through deployment of
renewable energy and conservation
programs, while also considering levers
and incentives for wildlife and habitat
conservation. As a part of the program,
pilots for solar power generation have
already been developed in Eastern Congo,
from a small point-of-use application to
a mini-grid project, with new projects
and sites planned for 2020 and beyond.
Building on these pilot projects, RESOLVE
will develop a framework to systematically
integrate conservation measures across
the portfolio of Congo Power energy sites.

Sustainable
Resources

In January 2019, RESOLVE and Intel
announced a partnership and officially
launched the TrailGuard™ AI antipoaching camera system. TrailGuard AI
has received substantial media attention
for its game-changing potential to improve
the protection of wildlife and address the
poaching crisis. Notable coverage includes:
being listed as one the “Coolest Gadgets for
2019” by CNN, a recent feature in Robert
Downey Jr.’s new “The Age of AI” series,
and articles by PBS NOVA, Al Jazeera, and
Smithsonian Magazine.

Conservation

RESOLVE’s Biodiversity and Wildlife
Solutions team led the writing and
publication of A Global Deal for Nature,
published in April 2019 as a science policy
piece by Science Advances. The paper lays
outs a time-bound, science-driven plan to
save the diversity and abundance of life
on Earth, and it was covered in over 350
news articles. It was also accompanied by
an online petition calling on world leaders
to support a Global Deal for Nature and

protect and restore half of the Earth. The
petition has been signed by nearly 3 million
people in 92 countries.
For over a decade, RESOLVE has
facilitated the Missouri River Recovery
Implementation Committee (MRRIC),
a diverse body of stakeholders from
across the Missouri River basin, including
representatives from eight states, twentynine American Indian Tribes, thirteen
additional federal agencies, and sixteen
different interest areas such as agriculture,
waterway industries, environmental and
conservation groups, and flood control.
This is one of the largest and most complex
collaborative adaptive management efforts
of its kind. In June 2019, MRRIC approved
over 50 consensus recommendations to
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE)
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS) regarding the strategic direction
of the Missouri River Recovery Program.
The recommendations seek to improve
the science-intensive management actions
of USACE and USFWS — while minimizing
negative impacts to the people living in
the river basin — and focus on activities
related to habitat creation, learning from
river flows, and monitoring plans for the
threatened and endangered species on
the river.
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RESOLVE’s Conservation team protects
ecosystems, species, and people
through ground-breaking research
and peer reviewed publications as
well as by creating local, multi-sector
constituencies for targeted land
protection and restoration. We produce
leading-edge biodiversity science that
strengthens global conservation efforts
and design and introduce and scale
new technologies that support these
conservation efforts. We’re working at the
landscape and watershed level with diverse
stakeholders in a number of regions to
design and implement science based
restoration, recovery, and protection plans.
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Fiscal Year 2019
July 1, 2018 – June 30, 2019
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Management
and general
$390,578

Other Income
$601,489

Fundraising
$66,378

Grants
$2,185,566

Contributions
$1,225,434

Contract
service fees
$2,641,091

TOTAL SUPPORT AND REVENUE
$6,653,580

Program Services
$4,875,789

EXPENSES
$5,332,745
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Highlights from 2019
TrailGuard AI anti-poaching
system launched in
partnership with Intel
BIG SUR, CA

Children’s health advocates and
stakeholders achieved consensus
on recommendations for
accommodating children with celiac
disease in learning environments

With the American Association for the
Advancement of Science’s Center for
Scientific Evidence in Public Issues,
convened over 30 state judges and
justices to explore how scientific
information could be better integrated
in judicial decision-making

WASHINGTON, D.C.

RENO, NE

Inaugural meeting of the
Alliance to Stop Foodborne
Illness, promoting food safety
culture in collaboration with
victims of foodborne illness
and food companies

Missouri River stakeholders reach
consensus on 50+ recommendations
to federal agencies

Developed a Horizon Scan
methodology to help companies chart
pathways to optimal sustainability
positions in the social and
environmental scenarios of the future

CHICAGO, IL

SIOUX FALLS, SD

WASHINGTON, D.C.

FEB
JAN

APR
MAR

JUN
MAY

Led training module for Aluminium
Stewardship Initiative’s Indigenous
Peoples Advisory Forum in India
RANCHI, INDIA

Global Deal for Nature paper
published in Science Advances
WASHINGTON, D.C.

AUG
JUL

OCT
SEP

DEC
NOV

Led an Insight Series
session visualizing how
the agriculture and
food supply system can
become climate positive

With USAID and State
Department, led Public-Private
Alliance for Responsible
Minerals Trade delegation to
DRC and Rwanda

SINGAPORE

GREAT LAKES REGION OF
CENTRAL AFRICA
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The RESOLVE Team
Staff and Program Leadership Board and Advisors
Stephen D’Esposito, President & CEO
Abby Dilley, Vice President of Programs, Senior Mediator
Carly Vynne Baker, Strategic Partner
Laura Bartock, Program Associate
Erin Bongard, Business Manager
Maya Breitburg-Smith, Senior Mediator
Paul De Morgan, Senior Mediator
Eric Dinerstein, Program Director
Sanjiv Fernando, Program Associate
Nathan Hahn, Conservation Technologies Consultant
Mason Hines, Facilitator
Claudette Juska, Strategic Partner
Sherry Kaiman, Senior Advisor
Taylor Kennedy, Senior Program Manager
Amy Larkin, Strategic Partner
Andy Lee, Research Fellow
Margaret Lee, Program Associate
Tim Martin, Senior Advisor and Program Director
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Glenn Sigurdson, Co-Chair, Board of
Directors, Vancouver, Canada

Sara Lipscomb, Board of Advisors,
Chicago, Illinois

Abby Dilley, Co-Chair, Board of Directors,
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Thomas Lovejoy, Board of Advisors,
Washington, D.C.

Dave Baker, Board of Directors, Denver,
Colorado

Tim Martin, Board of Advisors, Buenos
Aires, Argentina / Minaki, Canada

Stephen D’Esposito, President,
Washington, D.C.

Lori Price, Board of Advisors,
Washington, D.C.

Ramanie Kunanayagam, Board of
Directors, London, England

Paul B. Thompson, Board of Advisors,
Lansing, Michigan

Britt Banks, Board of Advisors,
Miami, Florida

Jay Watkins, Board of Advisors,
Baltimore, Maryland

Jay Campbell, Board of Advisors,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Gail Bingham, President Emeritus,
Washington, D.C.

Bennett Freeman, Board of Advisors,
Washington, D.C.

Hank Habicht, Chair Emeritus, Board
of Directors, Washington, D.C.

Alana Knaster, Board of Advisors,
Seattle, Washington

Jeffrey Wright, Vice Chair Emeritus,
Board of Directors, New York, New York

Huguette Labelle, Board of Advisors,
Ottawa, Canada

Strategic Partners
Todd Bryan, Boulder, Colorado
Miguel Cervantes Rodriguez,
Lima, Peru

Mike Loch, Cary, Illinois

Latha Saikrishnan, Chief Financial Officer

Sheka Forna, Freetown, Sierra Leone

Richard Schroeder, Program Director

Hrach Gregorian, Washington, D.C.

Hussine Yilla, Freetown, Sierra Leone

Beth Weaver, Senior Mediator

Joseph Kirschke, Washington, D.C.

Meg Perry, Mediator
Jennifer Peyser, Senior Mediator

Kate Probst, McLean, Virginia
Kathryn Tomlinson, London, England

For more information about our current
and recent work, please contact us at:
RESOLVE
1255 23rd St. NW, Suite 275
Washington, D.C. 20037
202.944.2300

To make a tax-deductible donation in
support of our mission, please visit us
online at:
WWW.RESOLVE.NGO

